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Purpose
The purpose of this task is to provide conceptual electrical engineering, route identification,
and site selection consulting services to investigate undergrounding of an existing
Dominion Virginia Power (DVP) transmission line at Four Mile Run in the city of
Alexandria and Arlington County. The purpose of this investigation is to provide
conceptual third- party review of the work and cost associated with the relocation of this
transmission line underground. If further steps are to be taken, preliminary engineering,
including site soils studies and electrical system impact analysis, must be completed. This
conceptual review discusses the following information:
1. New system requirements and existing system issues provided by DVP
representatives in a meeting on August 30, 2005.
2. Identify CH2M HILL and Power Engineers projects of a similar nature and compile
cost data for these projects.
3. Identify at least one similar DVP project
4. Identify ROW requirements and land use restrictions.
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5. Identify special routing requirements, including access structures and substations.
6. Identify segment options.
7. Provide a range of planning-level cost estimates for potential segments, including
the cost of demolition of the existing transmission line and the substation work
required. Compare costs if the work is done in conjunction with other scenarios (e.g.,
as part of the stream realignment project) or on its own.
8. Provide a model of the magnetic fields that will be produced by the underground
line.
The Four Mile Run Restoration Project Agency Coordination Group (ACG) 1 has received
input from citizen’s groups regarding the unsightliness of the transmission line running
along the Four Mile Run trail. The primary concern is the transmission line running
between the Potomac Yards North Station, located along Route 1 and Interstate 395. The
trail running on the west side of Interstate 395 has no transmission line; however, the
transmission line is visible from the trail as it parallels South Four Mile Run Dr.

Existing System
The Glebe substation located near the east end of Four Mile Run is a critical DVP substation.
It is fed from the east via the Potomac Yard North station. The two incoming underground
circuits to Potomac Yard North Station on the south side of Four Mile Run are terminated at
risers that transition to two overhead circuits which feed the Glebe substation on the north
side of Four Mile Run. The Glebe substation is also fed by two overhead circuits from the
Arlington substation.
The existing overhead circuit capacities and loads are listed below:
•

Glebe to Arlington - consists of two 230kV overhead circuits. Each circuit is rated
637MVA and has a load flow of 131MVA.

•

Glebe to Potomac Yard- consists of two 230kV circuits. One circuit is rated 796MVA
and has a load flow of 358MVA. The other circuit is rated 637MVA and has a load
flow of 248MVA.

The data above is based on the North American Electric Reliability Council’s (NERC) 2004
Series, 2006 Final Summer Power Flow Case.

Transmission Lines
The original intent of this study was to place the overhead system underground from the
Glebe substation up to I-395. However, DVP indicated that if any portion of the segment
between the Glebe and Arlington substations is undergrounded, the entire segment needs to
be located underground to maintain reliability. We concur with DVP’s position regarding
reliability. The presence of an underground section in an overhead line adds series
components and additional sources of failure, maintenance, and possibly spare equipment
1 ACG includes Arlington County, the City of Alexandria, the Northern Virginia Regional Commission, the US Army Corps of
Engineers, and private citizens.
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requirements. It also requires unique relay coordination to avoid re-closing on an
underground fault (depending on DVP operation criteria). Therefore, the addition of
5000LF of underground transmission line to the project has merit from a reliability
standpoint. DVP is not likely to change its position because the only other feeders coming
from Potomac Yards to Glebe already have reliability problems associated with having an
existing underground section in an overhead system, as discussed below.
DVP has also indicated that if we place the transmission lines underground, we must place
the segment from Glebe to Potomac Yards underground as well. The underground system
at Potomac Yard North is currently causing problems due to line capacitance, forcing DVP
to shut down the underground circuit in the past. When the circuit is shut down, DVP
loses one of two redundant paths to serve Glebe substation; therefore, if something happens
at Arlington substation service to Glebe is lost, which is unacceptable. The extension of the
underground circuit will make the problem worse. DVP is looking into conducting a study
in the near future to resolve this issue, with volt-amperes reactive (VAR) compensation.

Substations
The available area is fully occupied in the Glebe substation and there is minimal space
available at Arlington substation. DVP has indicated that using gas-insulated switchgear
(GIS) will be required to underground the transmission line. Three to seven existing
breakers would need to be removed to make space for the GIS equipment required at Glebe
and no breakers would need to be replaced. We agree with DVP’s assessment; however, we
believe that all nine breakers will need to be replaced with GIS equipment. Because the GIS
equipment is smaller, construction can be phased within the existing substation footprint
without shutting down the entire substation.
The GIS equipment will enable installation of the ring bus protection scheme within the
existing substation footprint. The ring bus protection scheme is required to achieve the
operational criteria as defined by DVP. Given the long lead time for restoration of
underground transmission failures, the criteria proposed by DVP is reasonable and
consistent with industry practice.
If additional land can be provided to DVP, such as at the end of Eads Road near the Glebe
substation, some electrical equipment costs could be reduced by using standard switchgear
instead of the GIS and eliminating the need to replace all of the breakers at Glebe
Substation. The ring bus configuration could still be used. However, for the purpose of this
task we will provide costs based on staying within the footprint of the existing substation.
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New System
The new underground system would consist of two major segments. One segment runs
from Potomac Yard to Glebe substation and the other segment runs from Glebe substation
to Arlington substation. DVP has stated that these segments must be sized with sufficient
spare capacity for the future. The minimum capacity required by DVP is as follows:
•

Potomac Yard to Glebe - 796MVA (current capacity 796 and 630MVA)

•

Glebe to Arlington - 1050MVA (current capacity 637MVA)

Based on its load flow projections, DVP noted that it is comfortable with keeping the
Potomac Yard–to-Glebe segment at the same capacity. However, DVP believes that the
Glebe-to-Arlington segment needs to be upgraded by 40 percent%. We cannot comment on
the validity of the need for additional capacity because this would require an extensive
analysis that is beyond the scope of this task. However, due to the extremely high cost and
the difficultly of adding capacity to an existing underground system, a request for 40 percent
increase in capacity is very reasonable. Upgrading the capacity of an existing overhead
transmission line costs approximately 1/20th the cost of adding capacity to an existing
underground system and can be installed in a fraction of the time.
Space in the existing Glebe and Arlington substations is limited. Adding more equipment
in the existing space will require that various existing circuit breakers be replaced with
smaller GIS equipment.

Underground Segments
The segments listed above are each required to consist of two fully redundant circuits
similar to the existing circuits. Exhibit 2 shows a cross-section view of the underground
cable, each consisting of two sets of three cable systems per circuit. Given the potential long
lead time required to repair an underground transmission failure (potentially several
weeks), the request for two fully redundant circuits is reasonable to maintain operational
integrity of the DVP transmission system and is consistent with the existing condition. The
design of these circuits depends on the cable capacity and the cooling characteristics of the
soil. When active, conductors produce heat that must dissipate in order to avoid permanent
damage to the copper or the insulation of the conductors. Overhead conductors dissipate
heat to the surrounding air and underground conductors dissipate heat to the surrounding
soil. The air movement helps overhead conductors dissipate heat much better than soil,
which is one reason why overhead conductors can be much smaller than underground
conductors. Understanding the native soil’s ability to transfer heat is vital, and soils studies
would have to be performed to determine the proper makeup of backfill used to build an
underground system.
The ability to cool underground cables is the primary driver in calculating the width of the
right of way (ROW). A minimum separation is required between cables to avoid
overheating the cables from heat generated by an adjacent conductor. The higher the
capacity of the system, the greater the separation required between cables. A minimum
12-ft separation is also required from any other heat-producing utility, such as a steam line.
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Minimum recommended clearances from other utilities are listed in Table 1 (per Public
Service Commission State of Wisconsin- Underground Electric Transmission Lines):
TABLE 1

Minimum Recommended Clearance from Other Utilities
Utility

Clearance from Parallel Utilities

Clearance from Crossing Utilities

12’

6’

1’

1’

1.5’

1.5’

Natural gas

1’

1’

Electric distribution

10’

2’

1’

1’

Steam (or any heatproducing utility)

Storm sewer

Water

(non-transmission)

Telecommunications

DVP has stated that the Potomac Yard-to-Glebe substation segment must be Pipe type cable
because it is an extension of an existing underground Pipe type system. Exhibit 2 shows the
different components of the Pipe type and cross-linked polyethylene (XLPE) type systems in
cross-section view. The segment to the south of Potomac Yard is Pipe Type, and to eliminate
the Potomac Yard substation cable of the same technology as the existing cable must be
used. However, for the Glebe–to-Arlington segment either Pipe type or XLPE could be
used. The major differences between Pipe and XLPE cable are as follows:
•

Pipe type cable is filled with a dielectric insulating fluid (typically mineral oil).
XLPE does not require an insulating fluid.

•

Pipe type cables require pump stations to keep dielectric fluid in the cables
pressurized and to circulate the fluid for cooling purposes. XLPE does not require
this.
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•

Pipe type cables require relatively flat terrain so that the insulating fluid pressure is
fairly constant along the length of the pipe. XLPE does not require this.

•

Pipe type cable systems contain three-phase conductors in a single pipe for a single
parallel run of conductors. XLPE cable systems most commonly require one conduit
per cable. Exhibit 1 shows the Glebe-to-Arlington segment cross-sections.

•

The dielectric fluid contained in the Pipe type cable is considered to be hazardous, so
if the cable leaks the fluid must be remediated as a hazardous spill. The likelihood of
a spill is once every 25 years (per Public Service Commission State of Wisconsin Underground Electric Transmission Lines). XLPE cable systems do not present this
issue.

•

Pipe type systems are active and require more maintenance than the passive XLPE
cable systems.

•

Pipe type cable systems have demonstrated superior reliability in the U.S. since the
early 1920s, with many older systems still in continuous operation. Pipe type cable
systems are commonly selected for new installations. Depending on the utility’s
operations capability and system load transfer requirements, pipe type cable systems
may present the most viable option.

•

230kV XLPE cable systems were first installed in the U.S. in 1991. The original
systems were replaced several years ago due to failures but have demonstrated good
reliability since. Due to XLPE’s increasing reliable track record and its simplified
passive operation, it is becoming more commonly used. Thorough evaluation
during preliminary engineering will identify the most appropriate cable system for
this installation. The system must meet the local utility’s operating standards and
contingency requirements. DVP personnel told us that they have no experience with
this type of cable installation.

The attached layout diagram shows a proposed alignment (Exhibit 6). Running the
transmission line under roads between the substations was eliminated from consideration
because it was deemed too costly because of these factors:
•

There are additional utilities to contend with under the road.

•

The entire road may require reconstruction because of the need for excavating four
to six separate trenches.

•

The width requirement of the construction would necessitate work across the entire
width of the roads. Construction phasing could be implemented so that only half
the road is shut down at a time, but phasing would greatly increase the cost because
the contractor can only install one circuit (consisting of two or three trenches) at a
time.

•

Lengthy closures of half the roadway at a time would be required.

•

There is a high likelihood of encountering unforeseen conditions during construction
such as unmapped utilities.
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Based on these considerations, the Four Mile Run alignment is the least-costly route. The
size of the ROW and the narrow path available dictates the alignment as shown in Exhibit 6.
The proposed alignment is based on the following general specifications:
•

The existing overhead lines and the substations will remain in operation during the
entire construction period.

•

Minimum of 100-ft radius turns are typically required due to the size and
construction of the cable.

•

Manholes are typically provided at a spacing of no more than 2000LF for the
transmission line. This depends on type of cable, the length of the cable on a single
spool, and the resulting distance between splices and number of turns in the conduit.
For the purposes of providing a concept estimate, a maximum spacing of 2000LF
was assumed.

•

Hand holes are provided at 500LF spacing for communications cabling.

•

Separate manholes are assumed to be used for each circuit for the purpose of
providing a concept estimate.

•

Manholes are assumed to be 14 ft x 14 ft.

•

Assumed a soil thermal resistivity of 90° C cm/W.

•

Assumed an earth ambient temperature of 25° C.

•

Load factor of 100%.

The segments are broken down into three cost options as requested by the ACG and DVP
(see Exhibit 4). The options are identified on the layout in Exhibit 6. A description of the
options is provided in the Cost section below.

Right of Way (ROW)
Most ROWs for underground transmission lines range from 20 to 40 ft wide, but they can
get much larger. In the case of the circuits at Four Mile Run, there are high-capacity circuits
and a requirement for full redundancy. The width of an ROW for a transmission line
depends primarily on two factors—line capacity and the number of circuits (typically one or
two).
Exhibits 1 and 2 provide cross sectional views of the underground segments. These
segments vary in width from 54 to 72 ft depending on the capacity of the circuits. As stated
earlier, the separation between conductors depends primarily on heat dissipation needs.
The dimensions given are common for most projects; however, during design these
dimensions will likely vary depending on the actual soil conditions at this site.
The restrictions along this ROW are as follows:
•

No permanent buildings may be built in the ROW.
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•

The area must be free of trees or large shrubs, whose roots can direct disturb the
cables or indirectly interfere with the heat dissipation capacity of the ground by
removing soil or moisture from area within the ROW.

•

Other utilities may be placed in the ROW with permission from and in coordination
with DVP. Minimum clearance must be maintained as indicated in Table 1.

•

Jogging trails (dirt, asphalt, or concrete) may be built on the ROW; however, DVP
must be able to access the underground system with back hoes at any time for
maintenance or repairs.

Substation Work
In order to install the underground systems, substantial work will be required at the Glebe
and Arlington substations. These substation areas are currently full, so existing equipment
will need to be removed to provide sufficient space for new equipment. The Glebe
substation will require the most work because the four circuits that serve this yard will be
undergrounded while the substation remains in operation. The Arlington substation has
some space available for new equipment and should require much less modification of
existing equipment.
All nine Glebe substation circuit breakers will need to be removed in various phases of
construction to allow new switchgear to be installed in a smaller footprint. The existing
substation cannot be shut down, but one feeder at a time could be shut down during
construction. To do this without expanding the size of the yard, new 230kV GIS will need to
be deployed. This new switchgear will allow for the duplication of the entire existing
switching yard in roughly a third of the space. Four to six of the existing circuit breakers at
the substation would be demolished to install an all-new switch yard consisting of nine GIS
breaker cubicles as well as GIS terminations and other GIS equipment cubicles. Once the
new GIS breakers are installed, the rest of the existing SF6 breakers can be demolished.
The work required at the Arlington substation includes installing two new circuit breakers
for the new underground circuits. These breakers would take the place of two existing
switches. Space is available at the south corner of the switching yard that may be used for
one breaker and an existing switch assembly can be replaced with a circuit breaker. The
new breakers would be SF6 circuit breakers similar to those already installed at this
substation. DVP stated that VAR compensation would have to be added at this substation
as well.

Cost Estimate
The cost estimate included as Exhibit 4 presents the following options.
Segment 1- The estimate for this segment includes the cost associated with undergrounding
the circuits from Potomac Yard to Glebe substation using Pipe type cable. Substation work
would be included in Segments 2a(b) and 3a(b). Costs include:
•

Demolition of Potomac Yard Station

•

Demolition of overhead system
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•

Installation of underground system crossing under Four Mile Run

Segment 2a- The estimate for this segment includes the cost associated with
undergrounding the circuits from Glebe substation to Arlington substation using Pipe type
cable. No cost for temporary installations (if required) or Regional Transmission Operator
(RTO) restriction impacts were considered for this estimate. The estimate includes the
alignment along the stream, but not the alignment along Four Mile Run Drive.
Costs include:
•

Demolition of overhead system

•

Installation of underground system crossing under Long Branch and I-395

•

Installation of nine GIS circuit breakers and four terminations at Glebe

•

Demolition of nine SF6 breakers at Glebe

•

Installation of two SF6 breakers at Arlington

•

Demolition of two switches at Arlington

•

Addition of VAR compensation at Arlington

•

Addition of pump station for Pipe type cabling at Glebe

Segment 2b- The estimate for this segment includes the cost associated with
undergrounding the circuits from Glebe substation to Arlington substation using XLPE type
cable. No cost for temporary installations (if required) or RTO restriction impacts were
considered for this estimate. The estimate includes the alignment along the stream, but not
the alignment along Four Mile Run Drive.
Costs include:
•

Demolition of overhead system

•

Installation of underground system

•

Installation of nine GIS circuit breaker cubicles and GIS cable terminations at Glebe

•

Demolition of nine SF6 circuit breakers at Glebe

•

Installation of two SF6 circuit breakers at Arlington

•

Demolition of two switches at Arlington

•

Addition of VAR compensation at Arlington

Segment 3a- The estimate for this segment includes the cost associated with
undergrounding the circuits from Glebe substation to I-395 using Pipe type cable. No cost
for temporary installations (if required) or RTO restriction impacts were considered for this
estimate. Costs include:
•

Demolition of overhead system
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•

Installation of underground system

•

Installation of nine GIS circuit breaker cubicles and GIS cable terminations at Glebe

•

Demolition of nine SF6 circuit breakers at Glebe

•

Installation of two SF6 circuit breakers at Arlington

•

Demolition of two switches at Arlington

•

Addition of VAR compensation at Arlington

•

Addition of pump station for Pipe type cabling

•

Addition of riser yard on east side of I-395

Segment 3b- The estimate for this segment includes the cost associated with
undergrounding the circuits from Glebe Substation to I-395 using XLPE cable. No cost for
temporary installations (if required) or RTO restriction impacts were considered for this
estimate. Costs include:
•

Demolition of overhead system

•

Installation of underground system

•

Installation of nine GIS circuit breaker cubicles and GIS cable terminations at Glebe

•

Demolition of nine SF6 circuit breakers at Glebe

•

Installation of two SF6 circuit breakers at Arlington

•

Demolition of two switches at Arlington

•

Addition of VAR compensation at Arlington

•

Addition of riser yard on east side of I-395

If the underground transmission line is built there will be a cost associated with purchasing
the ROW. DVP currently owns a 100-ft ROW along the path of the overhead transmission
line, but the underground alignment does not always follow the existing ROW. The cost of
purchasing the required ROW is not included in this estimate. The cost for the new ROW
may be offset by the sale of the unused ROW that would be abandoned.
Based on our assumptions, the costs of this project can vary from $94 to $175 million (see
Exhibit 4) to underground the overhead system at Four Mile Run. Exhibit 3 presents a list of
similar projects installed elsewhere, but the high capacity of the Four Mile Run system is
very unusual and we were not able to find a close match. However, the costs presented
herein are in line with historical data collected from cable manufacturers, vendors, the U.S.
Department of Energy, and our own project experience.
The cost of this project can be increased or decreased in many ways. Variations to the
project and the estimated cost impact to the project costs are listed below:
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•

Running the line along the north side of Four Mile Run Drive from I-395 to Arlington
substation instead of the route along Four Mile Run will have the following impact
to cost:
o

This route is about 400LF less, reducing the cost by approximately $2.8
million (including mark-ups and contingency).

o The south side approach to Arlington substation requires minimal
modifications to the substation, but the north side approach will require
major substation modifications. There is no way to bring in the circuit from
the north without having to remove two or three pieces of existing
equipment. The limited space in the substation prevents entrance from the
north side of the substation without expanding the real estate of the existing
yard or by replacing all of the existing circuit breakers with GIS breakers—
similar to what we are doing at Glebe. The north side approach can add
about $20 million to the project.

o The area between I-395 and the first intersection appears to be on private
commercial property. The owner of this property may not be agreeable to
the addition of this massive underground structure in his property. Even
though DVP owns a 100-ft ROW, land acquisition issues could get the project
tied up in courts for years.
•

Expand Glebe substation to allow installation of new equipment without having to
demolish existing equipment. Lower the cost of substation work by $13.3 million.

•

Lower the capacity of the 1050MVA line to 796MVA (we do not encourage or
discourage this option but only offer this cost difference per the client’s request).
This can reduce the cost of the entire length from Glebe to Arlington by:

•

o

$23 million for Pipe type

o

$41 million for XLPE

Lower the capacity of the 1050MVA line to 796MVA (we do not encourage or
discourage this option but only offer this cost difference per the client’s request).
This can reduce the cost of the Glebe to I-395 by:
o

$13 million for Pipe type

o

$16 million for XLPE

EMF Model
There are two segments of the transmission line with different capacities and configurations.
Modeling of the existing electric (overhead only) and magnetic fields was completed for
each segment to establish a baseline condition. The load used in the model for the existing
overhead system is based on the North American Electric Reliability Council’s (NERC) 2004
Series, 2006 Final Summer Power Flow Case. The load used for the proposed underground
system was based on the high-side assumption that the system would be loaded to 100
percent of its capacity. The parameters presented below were used in our model.
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Existing Overhead Conductors
1. The existing overhead segment from Glebe to Arlington consists of two 230kV circuits.
Each circuit is rated 637MVA and has a load flow of 131MVA or 328A at 230kV.
2. The existing overhead segment from Glebe to Potomac Yard consists of two 230kV
circuits. One circuit is rated 796MVA and has a load flow of 358MVA or 898A at 230kV.
The other circuit is rated 637MVA and has a load flow of 248MVA or 622A at 230kV.

Proposed Underground Conductors
1. The new underground segment from Glebe to Arlington will consist of two 230kV
circuits. Each circuit is assumed to have a rating of 1050MVA, which under normal
conditions will be half loaded. Therefore, the assumed load flow will be 525MVA, or
1318A at 230kV on each circuit. Because each circuit consists of three parallel cable
systems, each cable system will carry 439A.
2. The new underground segment from Glebe to Potomac yard will consist of two 230kV
circuits. Each circuit is assumed to have a rating of 796MVA, which under normal
conditions will be half loaded. Therefore, the assumed load flow will be 398MVA, or
999A at 230kV on each circuit.
Exhibits 5a thru 5f show the electric and magnetic field values expected based on the
parameters described above. The graphs show that the underground conductors will emit
drastically smaller electric and magnetic fields:
•

Glebe to Arlington - Peak magnetic field is reduced by 51 percent and electric field is
reduced to zero.

•

Glebe to Potomac Yard - Peak magnetic field is reduced by 61 percent and electric
field is reduced to zero.

The actual reduction of magnetic fields will be much higher because the actual loading on
the underground circuits should be much lower than the assumptions used in this model.
The electric field is reduced to a negligible value because the conductors are in contact with
the earth; therefore, these values are not calculated in the exhibits.
Information regarding health issues associated with electric and magnetic fields is discussed
in The Electric Power Research Institute Health Assessment in Exhibit 5g.
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Exhibit 3 - Transmission Line Cost Matrix
Project Date Customer Project Description

2003

2005

2005

2005

TXU ED

Type of Cable

No. of Circuits/ Capacity per line

No. of
Jacking/Boring
locations

Cost (million)

Norfolk, VA

Pipe Type

2 ckts/ 420MVA

2 miles

1

16.00

Navy South Substation to
Navy North Substation

Norfolk, VA

Pipe Type

2 ckts/ 400MVA ea.

1.5 miles

0

8.50

Substation Work
Four new 45/60/75
mVA transformer
and two 230kV
Circuit Breakers
Two new 45/60/75
MVA transformers
and 1-230kV Circuit
Breaker

I 25 Corridor 115kV
Underground Line

Firestone,
Colorado

XLPE

174 MVA

1.9 miles

2

2.32

NA

26.60

4 existing substation
yards - Installed 24
standard
terminations and
associated bus.
Cost of 138 to 230kV
conversion not
included

Instal new underground 230kV
service to the Norfolk Naval
US Navy
Base

US Navy
Firestone
and TriState

Location

Underground Circuit
Length (miles)

DFW Airport 138 to 230kV,
HPFF Upgrade

Dallas-Ft
Worth, TX

Pipe Type

2 ckts
817MVA - Static
996MVA - w/circulation
1064MVA - w/forced cooling

2.69

0

Demolition of
Total
Overhead System
Cost
Cost (million) Length (miles)
Cost (million) (million)

9.00

0

0

25.00

3.20

0

0

11.70

0

0

2.32

0

0

28.30

1.70

Exhibit 4
Undergrounding of Dominion Virginia Power Transmission Lines
Planning-Level Cost Estimate (2005 $)*
Cost Description

General Requirements
Transmission line (new and
Demo)
Substation work
Totals

Segment 1Segment 2a- Glebe
Potomac Yard to to Arlington (Pipe)
Glebe*

Segment 2bGlebe to
Arlington
(XLPE)

Segment 3aGlebe to I-395
(Pipe)

Segment 3b- Glebe
to I-395 (XLPE)

Total Project
Potomac Yard to
Arlington (Pipe)

Total Project
Potomac Yard to
Arlington (XLPE)

2,590,000
6,480,000

36,160,000
67,700,000

47,380,000
88,890,000

24,360,000
40,000,000

26,790,000
46,060,000

38,750,000
74,180,000

49,970,000
95,370,000

0
9,080,000

22,710,000
126,580,000

29,550,000
165,830,000

20,910,000
85,280,000

20,910,000
93,750,000

22,710,000
135,660,000

29,550,000
174,910,000

* This is a Planning Level cost estimate ( +50% or -30%) and has been prepared for guidance in project evaluation and implementation from the information available at the time of the
estimate. The final costs of the project will depend on actual labor and material costs, competitive market conditions, final project scope, and other variable factors. As a result, the final
project costs will vary from the estimate presented herein.
** Segment 1 can not be done independently. However it is possible phase this work after segments 2 or 3. It is priced out separately
as requested at kick-off meeting. This estimate does not include any substation work. Substation work needed for this segment the other
is included in the other segments.
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Exhibit 4- Cost Estimate.xls
Summary

Exhibit 4, continued

Segment 1- Potomac Yard to Glebe
Programming Level COST ESTIMATE

Title/Description
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Mobilization/Bond/Insurance
Contingency
Overhead and Profit

Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

Item Total

%
%
%

10%
15%
15%

1
1
1

$648,285
$972,427
$972,427

Transmission Line (New and Demolition)

Notes

Div Total
$2,593,140

$6,482,850

Remove existing transmission line

Remove 230kV tower and foundation
Remove overhead conductors
Remove existing Risers
New underground transmission Line
795MVA Transmission Line
Earthwork
Jacking (directional drill)
Dewatering Allowance

EA
LF
EA

$2,146.95
$1.08
$12,300.00

3
9,900
2

$6,441
$10,673
$24,600

LF

$3,784.09

1,500

$5,676,136

LS
LS

$400.00
$25,000.00

1,700
1

$680,000
$25,000

$6,482,850
$9,075,990
$9,080,000

Notes:
1 Based on 2003 Means plus 30% for steel and 15% for other.
2 Based on historical data.
3 Based on vendor provided data.

$6,482,850 Total

Exhibit 4, continued

Segment 2a- Glebe to Arlington (Pipe Type)
Programming Level COST ESTIMATE

Title/Description
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Mobilization/Bond/Insurance
Contingency
Overhead and Profit

Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

Item Total

%
%
%

10%
15%
15%

1
1
1

$9,041,111
$13,561,667
$13,561,667

Notes

Transmission Line (New and Demolition)

Div Total
$36,164,445

$67,698,084

Remove existing transmission line

Remove 230kV tower and foundation
Remove overhead conductors
New underground transmission Line
1050MVA Line
Pump Station
Earthwork
Dewatering Allowance
Jacking Pipe (directional drill)

EA
EA

$2,146.95
$1.08

44
85,800

$94,466
$92,664

1
1

LF
EA

$4,960.23
$428,000.00

13,000
1

$64,482,955
$428,000

2
2

LS
LF

$50,000.00
$400.00

1
6,000

$50,000
$2,400,000

2
2

Substation Work

$22,713,027
Cast-in-place Concrete

Electrical Work
Remove Existing Circuit Breakers at Glebe
230kV Breaker -SF-6 at Arlington (3000A)
230kV GIS Cubicles at Glebe (3000A)
400mVAR Capacitor
Phasing Costs
Miscellaneous

EA
EA
EA
EA
LS
LS

$16,353.00
$963,125.00
$1,047,400.00
$2,438,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$100,000.00

9
2
14
2
1
1

$147,177
$1,926,250
$14,663,600
$4,876,000
$1,000,000
$100,000

$90,411,111

1
1
3
1
2
2

$90,411,111 Total

$126,575,556
$126,580,000

Notes:
1 Based on 2003 Means plus 30% for steel and 15% for other.
2 Based on historical data.
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Exhibit 4, continued

Segment 2b- Glebe to Arlington (XLPE)
Programming Level COST ESTIMATE

Title/Description
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Mobilization/Bond/Insurance
Contingency
Overhead and Profit

Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

Item Total

%
%
%

10%
15%
15%

1
1
1

$11,844,766
$17,767,149
$17,767,149

Notes

Div Tota
$47,379,065

$88,894,643

Transmission Line (New and Demolition)
Remove existing transmission line

Remove 230kV tower and foundation
Remove overhead conductors
Remove existing Risers
New underground transmission Line
1050MVA transmission line
Earthwork
Dewatering Allowance
Jacking Pipe (micro-tunelling)

EA
EA
EA

$2,146.00
$1.08
$12,300.00

44
85,800
2

$94,424
$92,664
$24,600

1
1
1

LF

$4,960.23

13,000

$64,482,955

2

LS
LF

$50,000.00
$4,000.00

1
6,000

$50,000
$24,000,000

2
2

$29,553,020

Substation Work
Electrical Work
Remove Existing Circuit Breakers at Glebe
Electrical Riser
230kV Circuit Breaker -SF-6 at Arlington (3000A)
230kV GIS Cubicles at Glebe (3000A)
400mVAR Capacitor
Phasing costs

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
LS

Miscellaneous

LS

$16,353.00
$16,353.00
$963,125.00
$1,047,400.00
$2,438,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$100,000.00

9
6
9
14
2
1

$147,177
$98,118
$8,668,125
$14,663,600
$4,876,000
$1,000,000

1
1
1
3
1
2

1

$100,000

2

$118,447,663

$118,447,663

$165,826,728
$165,830,000

Notes:
1 Based on 2003 Means plus 30% for steel and 15% for other.
2 Based on historical data.
3 Based on vendor provided data.
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Exhibit 4, continued

Segment 3A- Glebe to I-395 (Pipe Type)
Programming Level COST ESTIMATE

Title/Description
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Mobilization/Bond/Insurance
Contingency
Overhead and Profit

Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

Item Total

%
%
%

10%
15%
15%

1
1
1

$6,091,147
$9,136,721
$9,136,721

Notes

Transmission Line (New and Demolition)

Div Total
$24,364,589

$40,003,486

Remove existing transmission line

Remove 230kV tower and foundation
Remove overhead conductors
New underground transmission Line
1050MVA transmission line
Pump Station
Earthwork
Dewatering Allowance
Jacking Pipe(directional drilling)

EA
EA

$2,146.95
$1.08

28
51,480

$60,115
$55,598

1
1

LF
EA

$4,960.23
$428,000.00

7,800
1

$38,689,773
$428,000

2
2

LS
LF

$50,000.00
$400.00

1
1,800

$50,000
$720,000

2
2

Substation Work

$20,907,987

Electrical Work
Remove Existing Circuit Breakers at Glebe
Electrical Riser Yard
230kV GIS Cubicles at Glebe (3000A)
400mVAR Capacitor
Phasing costs

EA
LS
EA
EA
LS

$16,353.00
$121,210.00
$1,047,400.00
$2,438,000.00
$1,000,000.00

9
1
14
2
1

$147,177
$121,210
$14,663,600
$4,876,000
$1,000,000

1
1
3
1
2

Miscellaneous

LS

$100,000.00

1

$100,000

2

$60,911,473
$85,276,062
$85,280,000

Notes:
1 Based on 2003 Means plus 30% for steel and 15% for other.
2 Based on historical data.
3 Based on vendor provided data.

$60,911,473 Total

Exhibit 4, continued

Segment 3b- Glebe to I-395 (XLPE)
Programming Level COST ESTIMATE

Title/Description
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
Mobilization/Bond/Insurance
Contingency
Overhead and Profit

Unit

Unit Price

Quantity

Item Total

%
%
%

10%
15%
15%

1
1
1

$6,696,347
$10,044,521
$10,044,521

Notes

Transmission Line (New and Demolition)

Div Total
$26,785,389

$46,055,486

Remove existing transmission line

Remove 230kV tower and foundation
Remove overhead conductors
New underground transmission Line
1050MVA transmission line
Earthwork
Dewatering Allowance
Jacking Under Roads (micro-tunnel)

EA
EA

$2,146.95
$1.08

28
51,480

$60,115
$55,598

1
1

LF

$4,960.23

7,800

$38,689,773

3

LS
LF

$50,000.00
$4,000.00

1
1,800

$50,000
$7,200,000

2
2

Substation Work
Electrical Work
Remove Existing Circuit Breakers at Glebe
Electrical Riser Yard
230kV GIS Cubicles at Glebe (3000A)
400mVAR Capacitor
Phasing costs
Miscellaneous

$20,907,987

EA
EA
EA
EA
LS
LS

$16,353.00
$121,210.00
$1,047,400.00
$2,438,000.00
$1,000,000.00
$100,000.00

9
1
14
2
1
1

$147,177
$121,210
$14,663,600
$4,876,000
$1,000,000
$100,000

$66,963,473
$93,748,862
$93,750,000

Notes:
1 Based on 2003 Means plus 30% for steel and 15% for other.
2 Based on historical data.
3 Based on vendor provided data.

1
1
3
1
2
2

$66,963,473 Total

Exhibit 5a- Average Electric Field
Glebe to Potomac Yard - Overhead
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Exhibit 5b- Average Magnetic Field
Glebe to Potomac Yard - Overhead
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Exhibit 5c- Average Electric Field
Glebe to Arlington - Overhead
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Exhibit 5d- Average Magnetic Field
Glebe to Arlington - Overhead
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Exhibit 5e- Average Magnetic Field
Glebe to Arlington - Underground
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Exhibit 5f- Average Magnetic Field
Glebe to Potomac - Underground
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